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Wishing you a Chag Kasher v'Sameach!

THE RABBINICAL COUNCIL
of GREATER WASHINGTON

Dear Greater Washington Jewish Community,
Initially, I sat down to write a dvar Torah about the positive spiritual impact to be had from eating
kosher food in general and, in particular, matzoh on the Seder night. In truth, the mitzvah of
eating matzoh is the closest experience we have today to eating a korban (sacrifice). At the Pesach
Seder — in addition to the mitzvah of eating and drinking in observance of Simchas Yom Tov — we
are commanded to eat a specific food, prepared according to the most stringent halachic
requirements, at a specific time, in a specific way. The Minchas Yitzchak, in his Hagadah shel
Pesach, takes it one step further. By virtue of the fact that achilas (eating) afikomen is al sovea,
when full at the end of the meal, it is therefore an act of achila which is purely L’Shem Shamayim,
for the sake of Heaven. In that regard, it is akin to achilas man, the eating of manna, which was a
purely spiritual experience implemented through physical action. In fact, writes the Minchas
Yitzhak, afikomen is so named because it is afiku man: the afiku — the “taking out” — of those
elements of man that are present in matzoh. Sparks of holiness are extracted from the matzoh
and incorporated into our bodies to create the optimal environment conducive to our personal
yetzias mitzrayim, liberation of our souls.
My vort complete, I would then segue into a salutation thanking Rabbi Walter for his hard work in
putting together yet another outstanding journal, commending my Vaad colleagues for their
dedication and professionalism and expressing my brachos to the Washington Jewish Community
for a Chag Kasher v’Sameach.
However, as I sit across the room from a 500-pound gorilla (which has morphed into King Kong)
whose name tag says “COVID – 19,” I am painfully aware of the fact that this year is very different.
I just finished a consultation with an infectious disease expert concerning reasonable
precautionary practices that Jewish communities should be adopting to prevent or, at least,
forestall the further spread of the coronavirus. This was, of course, after innumerable policy
conversations with our very patient shul president and after learning that the three documented
Maryland cases of COVID-19 were located in Rockville, the town next door to Potomac. Worse,
one of those individuals paid a shiva visit to a nursing home, completely unaware that he or she
was possibly infecting an additional 100–150 people.
My purpose here is not to remind people to observe the precepts of basic hygiene or to suggest
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THE RABBINICAL COUNCIL
of GREATER WASHINGTON

which shul practices should or should not be modified or adopted. Rather, I wish to share a few
simple thoughts from my drasha on Parshas Zachor that may provide some measure of comfort to
our beloved community.
In direct contrast to Amalek, who is described by Chazal as korcho baderech, a believer in
happenstance, we believe in hashgacha pratis. This means that there is an all-powerful, allknowing G-d who loves His people and guides their every step through life and through history.
With our limited human consciousness, we are, of course, incapable of understanding His Divine
strategy and tactics. However, we do our hishtadlus — make our best efforts — to address, in this
instance, the spread of infection, while simultaneously recognizing that it is within Hashem’s
power to stop COVID-19 proliferation instantly. Additionally, if Amalek is the embodiment of
cynicism and hatred of all things Jewish — including Jews — then the best way to destroy his evil
legacy is to renew our devotion to Torah and our love for our brethren. Sometimes we express
that love by a handshake or a warm embrace. In these troubling times, that love may be best
expressed by withholding those expressions of affection.
The bottom line is this: When the Jewish people eliminate sinas chinam (unjustified hatred) and
are b’achdus (unified) in the service of Hashem, there is no force in the world that can stand in the
way of their geulah shleimah (complete redemption) — not Haman, not Paroah, and certainly not
COVID-19.
With love and respect,
Rabbi Yosef Singer
President, Vaad HaRabanim
Rabbinical Council of Greater Washington
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Introduction from the Director
Rabbi Moshe Walter
We are pleased to present Issue 8.1: The Pesach Edition of the Bulletin of the Vaad HaRabanim
of Greater Washington.
This issue contains educational essays and practical lists for Pesach 5780 as well as informative
articles regarding the Vaad’s work in the areas of arbitration, conversion and kashrus. It is our
hope that the material contained within these pages will enhance your Pesach preparations,
elevate your Yom Tov experience and increase your familiarity with the work the Vaad is
honored to perform in the Greater Washington Jewish Community.
In the Pesach section, Rabbi Michoel Frank examines the history of minhag Ashkenaz to
prohibit the consumption of kitniyos on Pesach, while Rabbi Mordechai Rhine invites us to
recognize the Haggadah’s Four Sons within each of us. We thank the Star-K for permission to
reprint their Quick Pick Lists of approved medications and personal care items for Pesach use.
In the Beis Din segment, we are pleased to offer an informative interview with Rabbi Reuven
Kasierer, secretary of the Beis Din of the Rabbinical Council of Greater Washington, in which he
illuminates the workings of the Vaad HaRabanim’s Beis Din for financial arbitration.
The Community portion of the includes reflections on the COVID-19 crisis and insights into
positive steps we can take during this challenging time. Mr. David Hornestay shares inspiring
stories of models of lay leadership in our community over the decades. This section also
includes an enlightening and revealing essay by an outstanding graduate of the Vaad’s Beis Din
for Geirus (conversion).
Finally, an updated list of establishments certified Kosher by the Vaad is available for your
reference.
A very, very special thank you to Mrs. Mindy Tolchinsky for her tireless efforts, expertise and
precision in editing this issue. Mrs. Tolchinsky’s attention to detail and careful review of the
articles has been most impactful.
Thank you to Mrs. Wendy Guberman for the beautiful typesetting, layout and graphic design,
all of which are evident on the pages of this Bulletin.
Last, but far from least, my gratitude to Rabbi Yosef Singer, President of the R.C.G.W., for his
direction, commitment and leadership in all the Vaad’s efforts and responsibilities.
We hope you enjoy and share this edition of the Bulletin. Chag Kasher V'Sameach!
Rabbi Moshe Walter
Director, Rabbinical Council of Greater Washington
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History of the Minhag to Prohibit Kitniyos on Pesach
Rabbi Michoel Frank, Ohr HaTorah
In order to appreciate the development of the minhag (custom) to prohibit kitniyos on Pesach,
it is important to understand how old the custom is and the situation in Europe prior to this
century.
Kitniyos are typically defined as legumes such as rice, corn, peas, mustard seed and all varieties
of beans. The first mention of the prohibition of kitniyos on Pesach is made by the SeMaK, a
Ba’al Tosafos and author of Sefer Mitzvos HaKatan who lived in the mid-13th century. He writes
that this issur (prohibition) dates to the days of Chachamim HaKadmonim — the early Sages —
which almost certainly refers to the Geonim or the very first Rishonim. This would put the likely
origin of the custom sometime around 1000 CE or perhaps even earlier: the Geonic period of
the Babylonian yeshivos began about 500–600 CE and lasted until the period of the Arba’ah
Shevuyim (the four ransomed Rabbis who established Torah centers in Egypt, Tunisia, France
and Spain around 1000 CE). This makes the prohibition of kitniyos on Pesach as old as some of
the major world religions!
The custom was in effect but not universally accepted by Ashkenazim until later. The Tur (Orach
Chaim 453) cites the minhag and says that it is a chumrah yesairah, an excessive stringency, and
not followed. The Beis Yosef quotes Rabbeinu Yerucham, who says that it is a minhag shtus, a
foolish custom. This is because it was thought that the minhag was based upon the notion that
kitniyos can actually become chametz, a simple error. That these students of the Rosh — the
founder of Ashkenazic halachic tradition — spoke in this manner implies that the tradition of
prohibiting kitniyos was not fully sanctioned at that time. It seems to have become generally
accepted by the time of the Maharil in the early 1400s, who writes that anyone who deviates
from this practice is chayav misah,1 deserving of the death penalty! The Later Acharonim (1800
onward) write that it had become universally accepted by their time.2
The Consistory of Westphalia3
The first formal attempt to abolish the minhag of kitniyos was a pesak (halachic ruling) issued
by a convention of rabbanim known as the Consistory of Westphalia. Located in northwestern
Germany, the region of Westphalia included the Jewish community of Fyorda, now known as
Fürth. Just outside of Nuremberg, Fürth now shares a border with the larger city.

Minhagim, Hilchos Maachalos Assuros B’Pesach 16, quoting the Maharash; also cited by the Shaarei Teshuvah
453:1.
2
See Teshuvah Mi’Ahavah Vol. 2, on O.C. 459, who writes that at that time it had become the custom in Germany,
France, Poland, Lithuania, Russia, Bohemia, Hungary, Moravia and Shelazia (today’s western Poland).
3
Most of the information in this section is taken from the wonderful history HaYeshivah HaRamah Bi’Fyordah by
Rabbi Binyamin Shlomo Hamburger.
1
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In order to understand what occurred, we must learn about the formation of the Consistory.
Napoleon had just conquered the region in 1806–7. Well-known as an emancipator of Jewish
communities, Napoleon encouraged them to form their own governmental bodies — just as he
had done in Paris, forming a ‘Sanhedrin’ in 1806. He installed his brother, Jérôme, as the king of
Westphalia.
There was a very wealthy and prominent Jew in Westphalia by the name of Yisrael Yakovsohn.
Known throughout Europe as a G-d fearing Jew, it was said that Yakovsohn supported poor
people in every city in his region. He was politically influential and commanded great respect
among the Christian leadership of Westphalia. Yakovsohn was, however, a disciple of Moses
Mendelsohn and greatly admired the Haskalah (Jewish Enlightenment) movement and its ideals
(which were not as well known in the region). He authored a book on the importance of
forming a central governing body for the Jewish communities which would decide all
contemporary issues.
In 1808, Yakovsohn created the Consistory of Westphalia with 23 members representing every
Jewish community in the region. The opening session was attended by three members of the
Paris Sanhedrin. Yakovsohn was chosen as president of the Consistory and it was ratified by
King Jérôme Bonaparte. Many rabbanim refused to join, worried that Yakovsohn would attempt
to introduce new customs and approaches to Judaism. One notable Rav was forced to join: Rav
Aryeh Leib Berlin, the Rav of Kassel, the capital city of Westphalia.
The Consistory issued a number of highly objectionable ‘piskei din’ (halachic rulings), most of
which escaped the attention of the rest of Europe. Among them was their attempt to abolish
the minhag of making a chuppah, which in those days always took place outdoors as the Remah
dictates. They wanted Jewish weddings to resemble the Christian format in a large auditorium.
Many other changes were tried, including an attempt to alter the approach to education in the
chadarim (Jewish elementary schools).
The Consistory of Westphalia did issue one decree which stirred tremendous controversy
throughout Europe. As there were soldiers in Napoleon’s army who did not have access to
matzah on Pesach, the Consistory felt it necessary to allow them to eat kitniyos. They did not,
however, stop there. As the custom of prohibiting kitniyos was only cited by the SeMaK and the
Remah —with all others in disagreement and Rav Yaakov Emden and the Chacham Tzvi
opposed to the prohibition — the members of the Consistory ruled that all poor people who
could not afford matzah could eat kitniyos on Pesach as well. Additionally, they commanded all
rabbanim under their jurisdiction to eat kitniyos on Pesach. The directive was signed by Yisrael
Yakovsohn and three of the rabbanim of the Consistory.
The ruling was strongly opposed by many of the gedolim and tzaddikim of the time. Of those
who wrote an open letter decrying this pesak were Rav Meshulam Zalman Cohen, the author of
Bigdei Kehunah; Rav Elazar Flekeles, the Rav of Prague and known as the Teshuvah Mi’Ahavah
because of his sefer of that name; Rav Yaakov Loeberbaum, the Rav of Lisa and author of the
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Nesivos HaMishpat; the Chasam Sofer, Rav of Pressburg; Rav Dovid Zinzheim, Rav of Strasbourg
and author of Yad Dovid; and others.
The Teshuvah Mi’Ahavah wrote a lengthy halachic response refuting the pesak. The beginning
of his teshuvah explains that it was not within their ability to overturn a takanah (major
halachic decree) that had been enacted by a Beis Din greater than theirs. He then adds that,
even if every Beis Din in the world were to convene together and the Beis Din of the Lishkas
HaGazis (the building housing the Sanhedrin on the Temple Mount) were to sit in judgment as
well, they still would not have the power to overturn the prohibition of kitniyos on Pesach —
because it was an issur which had spread throughout Klal Yisrael in Europe. Listing all the major
Jewish countries in which the prohibition had become the norm — Germany, France, Poland,
Moravia, Bohemia, Hungary, etc. — he states that the prohibition was accepted by the tzibbur
and that the people had the wherewithal to adhere to this decree. Therefore, he rules, the
decree cannot be uprooted by anyone, let alone a Beis Din of only three people. The teshuvah
then proceeds to demonstrate that the entire premise of the Consistory was mistaken: it was
not merely the SeMaK and the Remah who accepted this custom, but rather many Rishonim
and great Acharonim.
The Chasam Sofer refutes the Consistory’s premise as well. In a prior teshuvah, however, he is
asked about permitting kitniyos on Pesach in a situation in which there is a severe wheat
shortage. He describes a method to prepare kitniyos like matzah, spanning 18 minutes or less in
production — but allows this option only because of the life-threatening situation.
This controversy had such a powerful effect on Europe that, four years later when there was a
wheat shortage in Hamburg, the rabbanim of the city allowed the populace to eat kitniyos —
but the people of the city refused to do so! They did not want to be associated with the
Consistory of Westphalia at all.
All these protests make it clear that it is simply impossible to overturn the prohibition of
kitniyos on Pesach and that it is here to stay — perhaps even after the arrival of the Moshiach.
Four Reasons to Prohibit Kitniyos
As previously mentioned, the first source in the Rishonim to discuss the issur of kitniyos is the
SeMaK, cited by the Bais Yosef (O.C. 453) as the original source for this prohibition. The SeMaK
writes:
Regarding kitniyos, our rebbeim had the custom to forbid eating it on Pesach. However,
it is very difficult to allow something which the whole community has accepted as an
issur from the days of the early chachamim. We can assume that the reason they
prohibited it wasn’t because they thought it becomes chametz; they certainly didn’t
make a mistake about something which even schoolchildren who know anything about
halachah know: that only the five grains can become chametz (as it says in Pesachim).
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Therefore, in order to uphold the custom to prohibit all kitniyos, it is obvious that it is not
because of the possibility of chimutz (leavening), which is a mistake.
Rather, it is a gezeirah (a law instituted by the Rabbanim to prevent the violation of
commandments): Since you can make a maaseh kedairah (cooked dish) out of kitniyos,
and the five grains are also eaten as a maaseh kedairah (such as cereal or porridge), if
we were to allow kitniyos, people would mistakenly think that a cooked dish of the five
grains is also permitted. In addition, kitniyos is something which is harvested in a similar
manner to the five grains…Furthermore, there are places where people make bread
products out of kitniyos, just as is done with the five grains. They can therefore be
confused with the five grains by those who are not learned. They do not resemble
vegetables like cabbage and cress at all. Therefore, it is proper to abstain from all
kitniyos, even mustard seed, because it also is harvested like grain…
The SeMaK explains that is clearly impossible to say that the reason for the prohibition of
kitniyos on Pesach was because they mistakenly thought it may become chametz. That is
something which even an elementary school child knows is not true. He therefore gives three
alternate reasons for the prohibition:
1. Kitniyos can be made into a cooked dish which resembles cereal or porridge made of the
five grains. People will therefore confuse them, thinking that porridge of the five grains
is permitted on Pesach.
2. Kitniyos are harvested in the same manner that grain is harvested and people will
confuse them, thinking that both do not have a prohibition of chametz on Pesach.
3. Kitniyos are sometimes made into a bread product, further causing confusion among the
unlearned, who will think that all such products are permitted even if they contain the
five grains.
Interestingly, the SeMaK does not provide the more familiar reason for the prohibition of
kitniyos presented by the Tur: that the five grains tend to grow near the kitniyos crops and they
get mixed together in the harvest. If so, we have four reasons for this prohibition in total:
1. They can be made into a cooked dish.
2. They are harvested like grain.
3. They can be made into bread.
4. Grain gets mixed into the harvest.
It is clear from the SeMaK that if even one of these reasons is present, it is sufficient to prohibit
kitniyos on Pesach. This we learn from his inclusion of mustard, which is not made into a
cooked dish and cannot be made into bread; it is harvested like grain and therefore is
prohibited.
This is a synopsis of the history and primary source of the custom to prohibit kitniyos on Pesach.
In the future, we will iy”H explore how this custom evolved and how it applies to new products
and modern processes today.
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The Four Sons Within Each of Us
Rabbi Mordechai Rhine, Southeast Hebrew Congregation – Knesset Yehoshua
There are few things in life that are more heartwarming than a Pesach Seder: it is family,
tradition and inclusiveness — all wrapped up in one. The name Seder is related to the Hebrew
word misudar, to have everything in order. Indeed, the Seder is not only observed in a certain
order; it helps us to get "in order." The Seder imparts messages of balance and well-being to all
of us.
One of the highlights of the Seder is the discussion of the Four Sons. It is an intriguing selection
which appears to address four types of children: the wise, scholarly, devout child; the wicked,
disengaged child; the simple child; and the child who does not know to ask. Yet, as we get to
know these four a little better, I believe that we become able to identify each of them as part of
ourselves. The Four Sons are not merely someone's children: in a profound way, each of these
represents a dimension that holds us back from reaching our full potential.
THE WISE CHILD
The Wise Child comes to the Pesach Seder ready for action. He asks, "What are the eidos,
chukim and mishpatim all about?" Many of us would be hard-pressed to even translate his
question or to distinguish between these different types of observances and their unique
names. I imagine that the Wise Child arrives with either many worksheets or scholarly tomes,
depending upon his age. Either way, the Haggadah is clear in its response: Don't answer his
detailed question. Instead, tell him, "After the mitzvah of eating matzoh this night, you may not
eat anything else." Our obligation on this night is to savor the matzoh, to relive the salvation
and to reconnect with Hashem's love. The Wise Son's technical question and the scholarliness it
represents certainly have their place. But the Pesach Seder is not that place. As Rav Nissim
Karelitz writes, "The story of redemption should be told in such a way that the participants are
enthusiastically inspired from that which Hashem did for us in Egypt. To expound with
questions and answers of scholarliness is out of place."
In other words, the Wise Child prepares astute questions, planning to engage in a deep,
scholarly discussion. But the Haggadah demands balance. The Wise Child is told that tonight is
not about scholarship; it is about experience. "Savor the Matzoh. Don't eat anything after it."
My Rebbe in Yeshiva cited the example of Rabbi Yosef Mendelevich, who observed Pesach
while imprisoned in the Russian Gulag. At great personal risk, he baked matzoh and ate it with
gusto in the shadow of all those who wished to humiliate him. Later he came to Israel and
learned how matzoh is made to ensure that it does not become chometz. Rabbi Mendelevich
commented, "Those matzos I baked then were surely chometz." Indeed, from a halachic
standpoint, they may have been chometz. But Rabbi Mendelevich understood Pesach better
than most. Despite his then limited knowledge of and experience in Jewish observance, he was
able to soar and experience a personal Exodus in the very confines of a Communist prison. It is
that personal experience that must be our goal on Seder night.
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THE WICKED CHILD
The Wicked Child asks about the service of others, not his own. He personally feels himself
unworthy. Whether he is indeed any more unworthy than the next person is irrelevant: he
perceives himself as unworthy. The Haggadah directs us to "blunt his teeth," as his words are so
demoralizing and destructive to himself. "With that attitude of self-deprecating criticism
(thinking of yourself as unworthy of participating), you would not have been redeemed." After
all, the redemption from Egypt had very little to do with worthiness. It had to do with our
relationship as a nation and our yearning to come closer to Hashem.
The person who declares himself “so unworthy" sounds humble and even saintly, but his
attitude destroys and demoralizes. Blunt his self-criticism, advises the Haggadah. Explain that
what looks like profound saintliness ("Oh, what a great sinner am I") is not what brought about
redemption. Whatever your past mistakes may be, realize that you are part of a great legacy.
Do some good, even if it is not perfect. Think positively and allow yourself to be embraced by
Hashem's love and the reliving of salvation.
In my youth, I had a dear friend with whom teachers —for one reason or another — would
always find fault. As I perceived it, they were "picking on him” and using him as an example to
maintain discipline, even though he was doing nothing worse than the rest of us. Had he taken
all the criticism to heart, I imagine that he would have considered himself the Wicked Child and
would never have realized his potential. Fortunately, my friend developed a coping strategy and
coined an expression: "OK, so I was wrong. I'm just leaving room for improvement." It seems to
me that his personal strategy worked. He thrived and today teaches Torah to hundreds…all
because he refused to be painted as a "bad guy."
THE SIMPLE CHILD
The Simple Child seems to be asking an unsophisticated, almost infantile question: "What is
going on?" On a deeper level, however, this is the profound question that we all ask about life
itself. We pose questions about life and priorities, with reverence, to those with life experience
and an understanding of tradition: What is going on? What is important? Which things are
steadfast values and which are transient fads?
Even with legitimate priorities such as family, career, house, community, vacation and finances,
there must be a hierarchy of values. What is most important and must remain at the center of
our orbit? What is secondary, that which must be positioned to “dance around” our priorities
but not to replace them? I have often felt that this is why Jews place so much emphasis on
dancing around the Torah. The Torah is the epicenter of our lives; all other priorities are
secondary and must orbit around it.
Included in the Simple Child’s question is the sincere yearning to make sense of this world.
"Why does suffering happen to good people?" is a classic question. It is a question that places
him quite firmly in the same camp as Moshe, who asked the identical question and, according
to some, then proceeded to write the book of Iyov.
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Our response to the Simple Child is that Hashem's benevolence is a constant. There may be
many things we attempt to understand — indeed, many things that the human mind cannot
understand — but the one reliable premise in life is that Hashem took us out of Egypt because
he loves us and He continues to love us in every generation even if we don’t always understand.
THE CHILD WHO DOESN'T KNOW TO ASK
The fourth child need not be understood as a toddler who cannot articulate his thoughts. The
Child Who Doesn't Know to Ask can well be an adult who feels that his or her questions might
be too simple or unworthy of attention. Questions, however, are the building blocks for
learning. Therefore a person needs to ask. "Open for him," the Haggadah advises. Encourage
him to ask, because asking is important.
Of the four questions posed officially at the Seder (Ma Nishtana), it is interesting that only two
are truly answered by the Haggadah. The Seder teaches us that even more important than
finding the answer is to keep asking and to stay connected.
Remarkably, for our Vaad's Beis Din for Geirus one of the required benchmarks for conversion
candidates is that they are asking questions regularly of their sponsoring Rabbi. It isn't
particularly important whether the Rabbi guides with strict rulings or lenient ones; what is
important is that the candidate is comfortable asking.
IN SUMMATION
The Wise, Wicked, Simple and Not Ready to Ask are not necessarily children that are mutually
exclusive. Aspects of all of them exist within each of us. The Haggadah addresses each with
guidance that can provide balance. The Wise Child is reminded of the experiential part of
Judaism. The person who feels wicked and unworthy is guided to soften one’s tone and
embrace Hashem's benevolence. The Simple Child is provided a response: the Pesach Seder —
its story, its values and Hashem's almighty power — are real. Finally, the one who finds
difficulty asking questions is encouraged to ask.
The Four Sons may be seen by some as an abstract observation about some children,
somewhere. But, like the Seder — which is meant to be personal — the Four Sons can also be
understood and internalized, becoming part of the personal journey of Exodus that we each
experience.
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STAR-K 2020 PESACH DIRECTORY

2020 QUICK-PICK MEDICINE LIST
A SAMPLE OF CHOMETZ-FREE AND KOSHER MEDICINES LISTED BY CATEGORY, FOR USA ONLY,
UNDER THE BRAND NAMES INDICATED. PRODUCTS MAY CONTAIN KITNIYOS (see pages 40 & 185)
For a full list of chometz-free medicines, see list starting on page 46.
Note: At the time of printing, some major companies still had not responded.
For updates, visit www.star-k.org

COLD, ALLERGY & DECONGESTANTS
Adwe- Tussin
Allegra-D- 12 hr. Tablets
Benadryl Allergy- Ultratab Tablets,
Benadryl Children’s Allergy- Dye Free Liquid (Bubble Gum), Liquid (Cherry),
Plus Congestion (Grape)

Claritin-D – 12 hr. Tablets (Dairy), 24 hr. Tablets
GASTROINTESTINAL REMEDIES
Adwe- Stool Softener
Alka-Seltzer- Original Tablets
Dramamine- Original Formula (Dairy), Less-Drowsy Tablets (Dairy), Chewable Tablets (Orange)
Konsyl Powder Original Formula- Unflavored (no kitniyos)
Metamucil- Original Coarse Powder (no kitniyos)
Metamucil- Orange Smooth Powder (Regular & Sugar-Free)
Miralax Powder
Pepto Bismol- Original Liquid, Original Chewables, Original Caplets
Phillips’ Milk of Magnesia- Original Liquid [no kitniyos], Mint Liquid
Senokot- Tablets, Senokot-S Tablets
Tums- See page 70
PAIN RELIEVERS & FEVER REDUCERS
Advil Tablets - Coated (but not film-coated) approved when last inactive ingredient listed on
panel is white wax
Advil Caplets - Coated (but not film-coated) approved when last inactive ingredient listed on
panel is white wax
Advil- Jr. Strength Swallowable (NOT Chewable)
Adwe- Pain Relief Children Liquid Acetominopen, Pain Relief Infant Liquid Acetominophen
Aleve- Caplets (Blue Pill)
Bayer Aspirin- Genuine Tabs, Low-Dose Chwbl. 81mg (Cherry, Orange)
Motrin - IB Coated Caplets
Motrin- Infant Drops (Dye-Free Berry), Children's Suspension (Berry, Dye-Free Berry,
Bubble Gum)
Tylenol- Regular Strength Tablets, Extra Strength Caplets
Tylenol- Children’s Suspension (Cherry), Infants Oral Suspension (Grape)

2020 QUICK-PICK MEDICINE LIST
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STAR-K 2020 PESACH DIRECTORY

2020 QUICK-PICK PERSONAL CARE LIST
A SAMPLE OF CHOMETZ-FREE PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS LISTED BY CATEGORY.

ANTIPERSPIRANTS/DEODORANTS
Arm & Hammer
Arrid- Antiperspirant [All], Cream [All], Clear Gel [All], Solid [All], Spray Deodorant
Irish Spring - Deodorant & Antiperspirant [All]
Lady’s Choice
Lady Speed Stick- Deodorant [All]
Mennen- Speed Stick Deodorant [All], Speed Stick Antiperspirant [All]
CREAMS & OINTMENTS
A & D- Ointment
Calamine Lotion (Signature Care Brand)
Chapstick- Classic Original, Classic Strawberry, Medicated, Moisturizer
Coppertone Lotions - Spf 4-70+
Desitin- Max Str. Original Paste, Multi-Purpose Ointment
Neosporin
Tinactin- (Liquid & Powder Sprays, Cream)
Vaseline Petroleum Jelly- Original
MOUTHWASH
Colgate - Mouthwash [All] [All use Vegetable Glycerin]
Listerine- Cool Mint Antiseptic, Total Care Zero, Ultra Clean Antiseptic, Zero
Scope [All]
SHAMPOO, CONDITIONER, HAIRSPRAY
Head and Shoulders Shampoo- Classic Clean (Shampoo, 2-in-1),
Deep Clean (Shampoo, Conditioner, 2-in-1), Dry Scalp Care 2-in-1
Herbal Essences Hairspray- Bio Renew Flexible Airspray Alcohol-Free
Pantene Pro-V- Classic Clean (Shmp, Cond), Daily Moisture Renewal (Shmp, Cond), Smooth
& Sleek (Shmp, Cond), Sheer Volume (Shmp, Cond), Airspray AF Hair Spray Extra Strong
Hold, Smooth Airspray AF Hair Spray, Style Series Air Spray AF Hair Spray
Pantene- Airspray Flexible Hold Hairspray #2, Airspray Smooth Hairspray, Stylers Airspray
Flexible Hairspray, Thermal Heat Protect Spray, Airspray Extra Strong Hold Hairspray #4
Prell- Classic Clean Shampoo
Suave - Deep Moisture Hydrating Shampoo
Suave Kids- 3 in 1 Watermelon Wonder (Shmp, Cond & Body Wash)
Tresemme - Botanique Nourish & Replenish Coconut Milk & Aloe Vera Shmp, Moisture Rich (Shmp)
VO5 - Strawberries & Cream with Soy Milk Protein (Shampoo & Conditioner)
SOAP/WASHES
Dial- Bar Soap [All], Liquid Hand Soap
Ivory Bar Soap- Regular, With Aloe
Ivory Liquid Hand Soap
Irish Spring- Bar Soap, Body Wash [All]
Softsoap- Body Wash [All], Liquid Soap [All], Shower Gels
TOOTHPASTE
Aim [All]
Close Up [All]
Colgate [All] [All use Vegetable Glycerin]
Pepsodent [All]
Ultrabrite [All] [All use Vegetable Glycerin]

2020 QUICK-PICK PERSONAL CARE LIST
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Chametz After Pesach 2020
It is rabbinically prohibited to purchase chametz after Pesach from a Jew who maintained chametz in his
possession over the course of Pesach. This is referred to in rabbinic literature as Chametz She’avar Alav
HaPesach.
A product is defined as chametz if it consists of any of the five major grains, including wheat, barley, oat,
rye or spelt in a significant concentration. There is no prohibition to purchase chametz from a non-Jew
who was in possession of chametz over Pesach.
The list below consists of establishments where one may and may not purchase chametz immediately
after Pesach. Stores from which one may purchase immediately following Pesach have no Jewish
ownership or a valid sale of chametz — by the Jewish owner to a non-Jew under the auspices of a Rabbi
— was executed. Stores from which one may not purchase chametz immediately after Pesach are Jewish
owned or supplied and a valid sale of chametz was not performed.
The list below is the most current as we go to print. Please understand that new information may
become available as Pesach approaches.
We suggest that you contact your Rabbi for any further clarification or understanding of the issue of
chametz after Pesach.

•
•

Chametz may be purchased from all Capitol K establishments and caterers one hour
after Pesach 2020.
Chametz may be purchased from the following national stores after Pesach 2020:
Aldi, BJ's, Costco, CVS, Food Lion, Harris Teeter, Kmart, Lidl, Petco, PetSmart, Rite Aid, Royal
Farms, Save-A-Lot, Sam's Club, Shoppers Food and Pharmacy, Trader Joe's, Walgreens, Walmart,
Wegmans, Whole Foods Market, Winn-Dixie

•

Chametz may be purchased from the following stores in our community after Pesach
2020:
H Mart, MOM's Organic Market, ShopRite of White Oak

•
•

Chametz may only be purchased from Snider’s beginning four weeks after Pesach,
beginning Friday, May 15, 2020.
Due to possible chametz distributed by a Jewish company, if one has the option of
purchasing chametz from other stores, it is commendable not to purchase chametz
from Giant, Safeway or Target until four weeks after Pesach, beginning Friday, May
15, 2020.
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A Walk Through the Beis Din
Interview with Rabbi Reuven Kasierer
Mazkir Beis Din, Vaad HaRabanim of Greater Washington
The goal of this article is to familiarize the community with the Beis Din process, how it works
and what it entails. It is the hope of the Vaad HaRabanim to clarify the Beis Din’s procedures
and ensure that all community members view it as a useful tool that is available for them if
needed.
WHAT IS THE ROLE OF THE BEIS DIN?
The Beis Din of the Vaad HaRabanim of Greater Washington is available for all types of
monetary litigation. While certain divisions within the Vaad HaRabanim deal with matters such
as kashrus, divorce and conversion, the Beis Din division is specific to monetary law. The Beis
Din panel consists of three dayanim (judges) who listen to the claims of both parties and issue a
ruling in the case. The dayanim base their judgment upon their expert knowledge of halachah
(Jewish law) with a blend of sensitivity and fairness.
WHO SHOULD GO TO THE BEIS DIN?
Any Jew who has a monetary dispute with another Jew or Jewish entity should bring the matter
to Beis Din for adjudication, instead of to a secular court. Within the last three years, the Beis
Din of the Vaad HaRabanim of Greater Washington has reviewed a wide variety of monetary
disputes. In that time alone, over thirty cases have been adjudicated and the Beis Din is
currently considering four separate disputes.
Cases that have come before the Beis Din in the past three years include:
• Unpaid bills or services
• Unfulfilled verbal or contractual agreements
• Landlord/tenant disputes
• Inheritance disputes
• Responsibility of damages
• Financial arrangements resulting from divorce or partnership
Anything that involves a monetary dispute between two Jews is within the purview of the Beis
Din.
WHAT SORT OF DISPUTE IS WORTHY OF THE BEIS DIN’S REVIEW?
People are often uncertain if their claim is substantial enough to be processed through the Beis
Din. If someone is unsure, it is best to discuss the matter with the Mazkir (Secretary) of the Beis
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Din to assess whether to proceed with a dispute or claim. More often than not, if someone is
considering going to Beis Din, it may have halachic merit.
WHAT DOES THE MAZKIR DO?
The role of the Mazkir of the Beis Din is to handle the process from intake through an eventual
hearing and judgment by the Beis Din. If someone has a dispute or monetary issue, they may
contact the Mazkir of the Beis Din directly via phone or email. The Mazkir will listen to the
assertions and make the determination to either file a claim or take the matter up in another
manner.
CAN MATTERS BE SETTLED WITHOUT GOING TO BEIS DIN?
Often a claim or dispute may not make it all the way to a Din Torah (litigation) before the Beis
Din. Only about 20% of matters brought to the Beis Din actually proceed all the way to an actual
Din Torah process. In many cases, the Mazkir can help facilitate a settlement or other
arrangement, agreed upon by all parties, without the need for a hearing before the Beis Din.
Disputes often arise between parties who are unable to work the issue out with each other but
who benefit from a neutral third party to help work things out.
HOW CAN A CLAIM BE FILED?
Once the Mazkir determines that a claim should, in fact, be adjudicated by the Beis Din, the
next phase of the process begins. The Mazkir will then contact the defendant to summon
him/her to appear before the Beis Din for a hearing to decide the matter. Once the defendant
agrees to participate in the Beis Din process, a Beis Din hearing is scheduled to determine the
outcome. If a defendant refuses to comply with the Beis Din process, the plaintiff may be given
halachic authority to use other methods of adjudication (as will be discussed below).
WHO SITS ON THE BEIS DIN?
The Beis Din is comprised of many local Rabbanim. Baruch Hashem, there are many outstanding
Rabbis in the community who volunteer their time and expertise to participate on Beis Din
panels. Currently, over fifteen Rabbanim may be available to take a particular case. Often a
plaintiff and/or defendant may have a significant relationship with some, if not many, of the
Rabbis in the local community; we are therefore very fortunate to have so many Rabbis
available to compose Beis Din panels. With a large selection from which to choose, we are able
to choose Rabbanim who are completely impartial, thus maintaining the integrity of the Beis
Din process as well as with equality and fairness for both parties.
WHAT ARE THE LEGAL RAMIFICATIONS?
The Beis Din’s decision carries not only halachic importance but has relevance in the secular
legal system as well. Prior to any hearing, the Beis Din requires both parties to sign an
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Arbitration Agreement. This contract is enforceable by the secular legal system, thereby making
the Beis Din’s ruling both halachically and legally binding.
CAN A CASE GO TO THE SECULAR COURTS?
As previously discussed, the first step for a Jew vs. Jew dispute should be the Beis Din.
Sometimes, however, a case may not end up resulting in a Din Torah. This may occur in the
event that one of the parties declines to appear before the Beis Din to adjudicate the matter. In
such an instance, the cooperating party may then be given halachic authority to use the secular
courts to adjudicate the dispute. There are also cases in which the Beis Din will not involve itself
in a dispute: when it concerns matters that are already being handled in the secular courts or in
other complex situations that have legal components that preclude the Beis Din from
involvement.
In any of these situations, one should consult with their personal Rabbi to determine whether
going to secular court is appropriate in their situation.
HOW DO I CONTACT THE MAZKIR OF THE BEIS DIN?
Contact information may be found on the Vaad HaRabanim’s website at capitolk.org/din-torahlitigation. You may leave a message for the Mazkir by phone or complete the online form. Once
a message is left, you may expect a reply within 24–48 hours.
CONCLUSION
The Beis Din is accessible to anyone in the community who needs to settle a dispute or file a
claim against another Jew. The process is not as complicated as one may think and the Mazkir is
available to advise and guide anyone who may have a dispute or claim. The members of the
Beis Din remain ready to serve, provide assistance in dispute resolution and promote peace in
our vibrant Jewish community.
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COVID-19: Steps We Can Take During These Trying Times
Rabbi Moshe Walter

.8ָאִבינוּ ַמְלֵכּנוּ ְמַנע ַמֵגָּפה ִמַנֲּחָלֶת
Our Father, our King, withhold the plague from your heritage.
Whenever we recite the tefillah of Avinu Malkeinu, it is likely that we gloss over the request
above and pay little attention to it. We often think of “plagues” as something from Biblical
times. They belong at our Seder table and in Mitzrayim. Scarlet fever, the bubonic plague,
typhus, cholera, the Spanish flu and other diseases are for history books and medical journals:
they all belong to the world of the past. But all that changed this past week, when a
coronavirus entered our community.
Who would have imagined when we were reciting the plea, “withhold the plague from your
heritage,” this past Rosh HaShanah and Yom Kippur that, within six months, Covid-19 would
essentially shut down nations, including Israel, the United States and large parts of Europe and
the Far East. Would you have believed me if I had told you only two weeks ago that
professional sports, the world of entertainment, businesses, the stock market and now our
most sacred treasures — our shuls and batei midrash — would be locked down, shut, dimmed
and darkened?
As I continue to catch my breath and hope that I will wake up from a bad nightmare, I recognize
that this is not to be. People are now confronted with how to deal with matters we once
considered straightforward. A wedding is planned for next week: should it be cancelled,
rescheduled or conducted in a backyard? How will a person’s restaurant or catering business —
built with sweat and blood — survive? If things continue as predicted, will I be left without
anything? How will tzedakah and chesed organizations manage the rapidly increasing
communal needs? Some people have compromised family members or dangerous family
situations: how can they stay at home under such conditions for weeks or months? Can we
perform a taharah on a deceased person who died of Covid-19? How do we handle the burial of
one who may have died of this coronavirus? And, of course, one of the most difficult decisions
that a Rabbi must make: should the shul be closed? A shul is the place where we congregate in
times of challenge and distress; should that now also be taken away? The challenging questions
go on and on and on — and yet it has been such a short time since the coronavirus made its
appearance locally. Oy, the pain and agony of our people is great!
In the first days of the coronavirus’ onset, I regularly asked myself: what does Hashem want
from His people? What is He telling us? What did we do wrong? As days passed, I realized that I
would never know the answer to these questions; we no longer are privy to prophecy. I
recognized that our job is not to figure out why this has occurred. Our job is to determine how
best to respond to the challenge that we all now face.
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In this vein, I present my thoughts, suggestions, recommendations and lessons learned from
these early days of the coronavirus outbreak. It is my hope that this may serve as a path
forward to help our community cope with and grow from this experience.
There are two ways to face a challenge that inflicts pain or suffering. We can shrink and retreat
from the test — or we can face it and stand tall. I am certain of one thing: the coronavirus will
pass; it may be 2 weeks, 4 weeks, 6 weeks, 8 weeks or more, but it will pass.
The question is how we will emerge from it. Will we become stronger in our faith and more
resolved about who we are and about the community and nation of which we are privileged to
be a part? Will we become givers or takers? Proactive or lazy? Determined or without
direction?
Hashem only sends us tests that we can confront. Thus, even in the face of this crisis, HKB”H
believes that each of us — and our community at large — can withstand this challenge and
become even greater, more unified, more creative and ultimately closer than ever to our Father
in Heaven.
Here are seven strategies to enable us to come closer to Hashem:

DAVENING
It is true that tefillah b’tzibbur — communal prayer, our most powerful tool to beseech Hashem
— has been taken away, but the Gates of Prayer are always open. We must continue to daven
three times a day: with greater intent and with a deeper understanding of and insight into the
words we recite.
If you are not accustomed to davening three times a day, donning tallis and tefillin daily, now is
the time, more than ever. Daven for others, for their safety and recovery; pray for the
continued good health of all those around us and ask Hashem to bring an end to the global
challenge which we all face.
Please keep in mind and daven for the heroic medical practitioners, nurses and other health
care professionals who are serving on the front lines during this crisis — saving lives, healing
the sick and keeping us safe. We take this opportunity to thank them all.

TORAH STUDY
Talmud Torah is what makes us Jews; it is the foundation of our identity. During this crisis, the
need to make time for Torah study is more important than ever before. Individually or in
groups, we can and must take part in regular Torah study. If you have not been able to
participate in regular Torah study before, this is your opportunity to make that change in your
daily life.
Shuls and Torah organizations throughout our community have established regular and
accessible lectures, shiurim and inspirational thoughts via Whatsapp, teleconferencing, WebEx
and online links. Daf Yomi continues across the community in the same manner. Search out
those opportunities and use this time to increase and deepen your Torah study.
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CHESED
Yad Yehuda of Greater Washington and Bikur Cholim of Greater Washington are inundated with
requests. As such, we must do what we can to care for our neighbors. Please make every effort
to call people who are alone or have difficulty getting out of their homes. Look out for others;
try to reach out to people so that they feel less isolated and alone. This is a scary and anxiety
provoking situation for many people.

TZEDAKAH
Hundreds of community members are going to be experiencing financial hardship due to
business closures, economic slowdown, client cancellations or inability to go to work and/or
work remotely. If you can, contribute funds to local tzedakah organizations or to your shul’s
tzedakah fund. Maos Chittim donations will also be crucial at this time of year.

EMUNAH AND BITACHON
One of the greatest lessons of the coronavirus outbreak is that we now truly understand that
we are not in control. We often believe that we “run the show,” that we are in control of our
destiny. Today — more than ever — the famous saying, “Man acts and G-d laughs,” is very
relevant.
Let us all work on strengthening our faith in Hashem. Let us recognize that He loves us, has
prepared the healing before the disease, will protect and guide us and will remove this virus
from one and all speedily. Let us work on strengthening our belief that we are in the hands of
Hashem — who is guiding, directing and shepherding us through life.

KEDUSHAH V’TAHARAH
We have learned that something that we cannot see, feel or touch can nevertheless impact us
and endanger us physically, emotionally and spiritually. Let us use this as an opportunity to
recognize that decisions we make and things we look at, read, watch and do also impact each of
us spiritually in a positive or negative way. We can create angels or, G-d forbid, build spiritual
enemies within us, within our homes and in the world. We don’t see it or feel it, but it’s true.
Let us tap into the world of ruchniyus (spirituality) and use this virus to help us understand the
power of mitzvos and maasim tovim (good deeds) that we perform — and their hidden spiritual
energy — now more than ever.

ACHDUS
COVID-19 has imposed isolation, self-quarantine and an inability to meet or congregate. It has
temporarily eliminated the communal structure that is so very near and dear to us.
Community defines us. We must respond in turn by being together and looking out for one
another. We must bridge gaps and learn that there is more that unites us than what divides us.
Let us work together to help others; let us combat cynicism and baseless hatred. Let us remove
foul language and lashon hara from our tongues. Let us unite with our families, with whom we
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will be spending more time; let us appreciate and devote more attention and focus to them
now that we may have more opportunity to do so. Finally, let us unite our community — with
whom we will be spending less time —and realize how much we appreciate and need one
another.
Please consider these thoughts and suggestions. I hope that they serve to make us stronger,
greater and better people. I pray that we will emerge from this episode with a greater sense of
mission and passion as Jews. I hope that we will all look back on these weeks and say that we
indeed did climb a tall mountain that we never thought we could conquer and that we reached
the apex. Finally, I pray that Hashem will see the personal efforts we make, and the care for
others which we exhibit, and exclaim that the time has come to finally redeem His people, once
and for all, and unite us this Pesach with all Jewry in Yerushalayim HaBenuyah!
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Models in Lay Leadership in Greater Washington
David Hornestay
No observant Jewish community flourishes without the broad support and participation
of its members. That involvement is typically inspired, stimulated and directed by
dedicated individuals who discern and respond to vital community needs. The Greater
Washington Orthodox community, which continues to experience the challenges of
expansion and diversification, has been blessed with outstanding men and women who
have led and guided institutions and campaigns essential to the collective well-being.
As always, the Supreme King of Kings elevates those capable of meeting the demands of
the day. For many decades, Gilbert Ginsburg, a”h, was perhaps the quintessential
Greater Washington community leader. Gil, among other endeavors, led both the
Yeshiva of Greater Washington and Young Israel Shomrai Emunah from birth pangs
through development, crises and successes. A revered contemporary, Sarah Landesman,
a”h, served multiple causes tirelessly, in formal and informal capacities, often without
official title.
Such models are difficult to duplicate. Today, others — some actually recruited by their
predecessors in leadership — are in the front ranks of community service. Some
naturally gravitated there by family tradition; others were inspired by friends or events.
While some devote themselves tirelessly to a single cause, others seem to find it
impossible to resist dealing with any serious problem they encounter. Here are some of
their stories:
Shlomo Katz, a recent past president of Southeast Hebrew Congregation in White Oak,
has held leading roles in community institutions since his school days. For over thirty
years, he has produced the weekly HaMaayan — a compilation of Torah commentary,
halachah and inspirational stories —distributing it both on the internet and in local
synagogues. He has taught Daf Yomi and Mishnayos and has served as a Gabbai and as a
member of the board of the Mikvah Emunah Society.
Shlomo is perhaps best known, however, as president of the Silver Spring Eruv
Association. Having assisted his father, Irving Katz, who preceded him in that role, he
has led the organization for the past 17 years. Shlomo’s key weekly responsibilities are
to ensure that the pre-Shabbos inspections are made and that on-call volunteers are
summoned to make any necessary repairs or adjustments to the eruv in time for its use
on Shabbos.
Shlomo notes that the eruv promotes both Torah learning and social life on Shabbos by
enabling observant Jews to move about with sefarim and baby carriages. He emphasizes
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that these benefits depend upon both financial support from the community and the
availability of volunteers, particularly on Fridays and Sundays.
Judah (Judd) Lifschitz may be said to have begun community service as a choir boy. His
talent led to his becoming a much-admired baal tefillah during the Yomim Noraim for
the past 40 years, first at Southeast Hebrew Congregation and then at Young Israel
Shomrai Emunah. Distinctly different talents were needed when he served as president
of the Yeshiva of Greater Washington – Tiferes Gedaliah. In leading the lay forces in
planning, organization and financing activities, Judd’s efforts laid the foundation for the
school’s transition from a middle and high school to a full-fledged yeshiva and kollel a
few years later.
Judd currently serves as president of Sulam, which supports and educates students with
learning differences, and of the Greater Washington Community Kollel, which strives to
bring Torah education to both the affiliated and the unaffiliated in our community. He
also provides legal services to the Vaad HaRabanim of Greater Washington. In a labor of
love, Judd has translated and published several books, including Stories for Shauli, a
collection of tales about Gedolim when they were young, and The Klausenberger Rebbe.
Bikur Cholim of Greater Washington was founded in 1997 by friends of Howard
Wildman, a”h, and quickly made its mark through the efforts of its dedicated
volunteers. Audrey Siegel was enlisted into their ranks by a friend who was making
aliyah. Audrey began to play a major role in the organization as it expanded its services
to supply dedicated kosher rooms at area hospitals, a pantry at the National Children’s
Inn and a residential facility adjacent to the campus of the National Institutes of Health.
This steady expansion — above and beyond Bikur Cholim’s ongoing visitation,
transportation and educational services — eventually called for the creation of a parttime position to coordinate the activities and volunteers. Audrey, a former high school
history teacher, stepped into the breach. The organization has been so successful that
she has been invited to advise people in other cities seeking to provide similar services.
Of course, success often breeds further demand for services; Audrey notes that
volunteers — particularly for visitation, transportation of patients and delivery of food
— are always needed.
In a recruitment similar to Audrey’s, Linda Rishe was urged by her friend, Pearl Bassan
— one of the pioneer leaders of a hard-pressed Women’s Chevra Kadisha — to join that
organization almost fifty years ago. Linda, whose late husband, Mel, headed both the
Hebrew Academy of Greater Washington and the Yeshiva of Greater Washington, was a
key player in the Chevra Kadisha for many years as the organization dealt with physical,
personnel and financial challenges.
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This devoted service did not prevent, however, Linda’s regular participation in Yeshiva
of Greater Washington fundraisers, Woodside Synagogue committees and the housing
of Bikur Cholim patients before the establishment of that organization’s residence. Linda
was even a Cub Scout leader and unofficial driving instructor for community youth.
Howard Schulman was innocently pursuing graduate studies in psychology in Florida
when the unanticipated departure of a Hillel director led him to assume a leadership
role in the campus organization. Not long after marrying and moving to Silver Spring,
Howie became active in several institutions. From the start, he made a distinctive
artistic contribution as author and/or star of a series of unforgettable Purim spiels at
Summit Hill Synagogue, Woodside Synagogue and Young Israel Shomrai Emunah.
On a more serious note, Howie served on separate occasions as president of Young
Israel Shomrai Emunah and, even when out of office, spearheaded the multiyear
expansion and beautification of its building. The ongoing efforts of the Mikvah Emunah
Society to finance and provide facilities and vital services were also advanced during
Howie’s term as its president.
David Butler’s parents were co-founders of Pittsburgh’s Hillel Day School even before he
was of age to attend. They instilled in him a responsibility for promoting successful
Orthodox institutions in cooperation with a strong overall Jewish community.
With his move to Silver Spring, David, an attorney, enhanced his commitment to service
with mentors including Nathan Lewin and Avrom Landesman. Becoming active in both
the Hebrew Academy and the Jewish Federation, he was instrumental, along with Gerry
Charnoff and Paul Berger, in the Federation’s move to substantial funding of day
schools.
David eventually became president of the Melvin J. Berman Hebrew Academy and
served as president of Kemp Mill Synagogue in the crucial period when it transitioned
from a house to its current synagogue building. As an active participant in major
community developments in recent decades, he firmly believes that the increase in the
number of local Orthodox organizations has strengthened and enhanced the Greater
Washington Jewish community.
While our community owes a debt of gratitude to the leaders portrayed above, they
represent only examples of the valuable contributions of time and effort that many
others make, day in and day out. It must be remembered that leaders need followers;
their creativity and inspiration can go just so far without the dedicated work of much
larger numbers of “foot soldiers” who help bring the visions and big ideas to fruition.
Our challenges in education, caring for the sick, taharas ha’mishpacha and basic
maintenance remain daunting. Each of us has some talent, interest or motivation that
can support, preserve and enhance our remarkable community.
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My Conversion Experience
Anonymous
After my first encounter with Orthodox Judaism as a bright-eyed 18-year-old, I was “sold,” as it
were. I couldn’t imagine myself being satisfied with any other way of being Jewish. I had never
before experienced the sense of community, commitment and true simcha that was present at
that Shabbos table.
I put off converting to Judaism for many years, coming up with every possible reason to avoid
what I now know was inevitable and necessary to finding my wholeness. People I knew who
had converted in various cities told me over and over again how trying the process was. For a
while, being patrilineally Jewish was “Jewish enough” — until the day I sat down and tried to
imagine my future home: sons wearing kippos gathered around me while I lit the Shabbos
candles, a table full of guests, my husband making kiddush. Any man who wanted that sort of
Friday night would only marry someone who was halachically Jewish, and that was something I
was not. If I was going to have the life about which I dreamed, I needed to become Jewish.
By the time I approached a local rabbi to pursue an Orthodox conversion through the Vaad of
Greater Washington, I had been “doing Jewish” for a very long time. I had spent years learning
with campus rebbetzins while in college. I had been to Israel, chosen a career in part because of
its compatibility with frum life, moved to a neighborhood within the eruv, given up my blue
jeans and made my kitchen completely kosher. I thought that what was left was just
paperwork. In fact, what was left was learning to be Jewish.
Like everyone I encountered throughout my conversion process, the rabbi was incredibly kind,
listening to the long story of my relationship with Judaism with openness and warmth. He was
honest: the process would not be easy. There would be no expediting my conversion because
of my Jewish father nor would my book knowledge of Judaism give me a leg up — but with time
and commitment, I could achieve the life that I knew Hashem intended for me.
Soon after that first meeting, I was set up with a tutor from the community. I imagined that this
would be a formal and serious learning experience — and it was, in certain ways. Each week,
we worked together to fill in the various cracks in the foundation of my Jewish knowledge. But
our work together was about far more than understanding the complexities of borer on
Shabbos or the halachos of the various fast days. From my tutor, I learned what it meant to be
part of a Jewish community by watching her host guests each week for Shabbos and take latenight calls from neighbors in need of advice. She welcomed me into her family, patiently giving
me background on the identities of the various gedolim mentioned in the course of
conversation.
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I was incredibly nervous for my first meeting with the full Beis Din. Would the rabbonim be able
to see my commitment to living a life in accordance with halachah? Would they be stern or
skeptical?
What I found was that, contrary to all of my fears, the members of the Beis Din were incredibly
supportive and encouraging. Within the first five minutes of the meeting, it became clear to me
that they wanted to help me to grow and thrive on my journey to becoming Jewish. Their
expectations of the pace and character of my growth were individual to my circumstances and
were also realistic: that I would gradually take on more mitzvos as I learned about their
meaning and importance.
My single frustration at that first meeting was that the rabbonim were not able to give me a
timeline for the conversion process. I wanted to know when I could expect to formally join the
Jewish people and move forward with my life. I am now, however, able to look back with
clarity: how could they possibly know how long it would take me? Every conversion candidate’s
journey is individual, with progress so dependent upon each candidate’s personal growth,
questions and circumstances.
A major highlight of my conversion experience was the openness with which I was welcomed
into the local community. I was moved by the many families I had never met who invited me to
join them for Shabbos meals and the people in different neighborhoods who offered me their
guest rooms when I was seeking a change of scenery during the chagim — all this chesed
extended with so few questions. Every interaction radiated warmth. I was seen and welcomed
as a member of the Jewish people, without regard to my background.
I am married now and building a family. I find myself in the incredibly fortunate position of
being able to contribute in many different ways to the community that gave so much to me.
Most of the time, I forget that my journey to becoming a frum Jew involved not only lots of
learning but many meetings with the Beis Din and a trip to the mikvah. When I am reminded, it
is because someone thoughtlessly makes a comment at a meal about non-Jews and I think to
myself: Those people they’re talking about? Those people are my family members.
The most helpful and meaningful experiences throughout my conversion process were not
necessarily the formal, structured ones. Certainly community shiurim, meetings with rabbonim
and my work with my tutor were at the core of my Jewish growth. What sustained me,
however, were the new friends who, when I opened up to them about my story, treated me
exactly the same as they always had. What supported me was when I met someone new and
they waited for me to ask questions, instead of assuming I knew little and “explaining” Judaism
to me. Most important, however, was every single time when I was assured that, as a convert, I
was as valued and welcomed as any other Jew.
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Vaad Certified Establishments
For the benefit of community members and visitors who are meticulous to eat Cholov Yisroel,
Pas Yisroel or Yoshon, we have provided information as to which establishments
maintain such a Kashrus standard.

KOSHER FOR PESACH
This list is subject to change
-based on current events
Moti's Market
Shalom Kosher
-Pickup and delivery service only:
Carmel Caterers
Char Bar
Signature Catering
Soupergirl

DAIRY RESTAURANTS
Ben Yehuda Cafe and Pizzeria
1370 Lamberton Drive
Silver Spring Maryland 20902
Phone: (301) 681-8900
Cholov Yisroel, Pas Yisroel, Yoshon
Café Sunflower - Dairy
6101 Executive Boulevard
Rockville, MD 20852
Phone: (301) 321-3280
Goldberg’s New York Bagels
4824-6 Boiling Brook Parkway
Rockville, MD 20852
Phone: (301) 816-9229
Cholov Yisroel, Bagels are Pas
Yisroel
Goldberg’s New York Bagels II
9328 Georgia Ave.
Silver Spring, MD 20910
Phone: (240) 450-4177
Cholov Yisroel, Bagels are Pas
Yisroel
Goldberg’s New York Bagels III
7731 Tuckerman Lane
Potomac, MD 20854
Phone: (240) 404-1210
Cholov Yisroel, Bagels are Pas
Yisroel
Kosher Pastry Oven
1372 Lamberton Drive
Wheaton, Maryland 20902
Phone: (301) 592-8844

Nut House Pizza
11419 Georgia Avenue
Wheaton, MD 20902
Phone: (301) 942-5900
Cholov Yisroel
Sushi 7 @ the Nut House
111419 Georgia Ave
Silver Spring, MD 20902
(301) 942-5900
Siena’s Pizzeria
4840 Boiling Brook Parkway
Rockville Maryland 20852
Phone: (301) 770-7474
Cholov Yisroel. Pizza is Pas Yisroel
and Yoshon

MEAT RESTAURANTS
(All Glatt Kosher)
Al Ha'esh
4860 Boiling Brook Parkway
Rockville, MD 20852
Phone: (301) 231-0839
Char Bar
2142 L St NW
Washington, DC 20037
Phone: (202) 785-4314
Holy Chow
1331 Lamberton Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20902
Phone: (301) 649-5466
Oh Mama Grill
188 Rollins Ave.
Rockville, MD 20852
Phone: (301) 770-3003
Max’s Place
2311 University Blvd West
Silver Spring, MD 20902
Phone: (301) 949-6297
The Brooklyn Sandwich Co.
Kosher Food Truck
Washington D.C.
Meat- Glatt Kosher
brooklynsandwichco.com

Sabra Deli: At University of
Maryland Hillel
7612 Mowatt Lane
College Park, MD 20740
Phone: 301-422-6200 X 205
Only open between Aug-May
when school is in session

BAKERIES
Breadsmith of Potomac LLC
7937 Tuckerman Lane
Potomac, MD 20854
Phone: (301) 983-6033
Pas Yisroel
Goldberg’s New York Bagels
4824-6 Boiling Brook Parkway
Rockville, MD 20852
Phone: (301) 816-9229
Bagels are Pas Yisroel
Goldberg’s New York Bagels II
9328 Georgia Ave.
Silver Spring, MD 20910
Phone: (240) 450-4177
Bagels are Pas Yisroel
Goldberg’s New York Bagels III
7731 Tuckerman Lane
Potomac, MD 20854
Phone: (240) 404-1210
Bagels are Pas Yisroel
Kosher Pastry Oven
1372 Lamberton Drive
Wheaton, Maryland 20902
Phone: (301) 592-8844
Bakery is Pas Yisrael and Yoshon
Krispy Kreme - Dairy
Certification does not cover
drinks
14919 Shady Grove Road
Rockville MD 20850
Phone: (240) 453-0334
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Krispy Kreme - Dairy
Certification does not cover
drinks
1350 Connecticut Ave NW
Washington, DC 20036
Phone: (202) 463-0414
Moti’s Market Bakery
4860 Boiling Brook Parkway
Rockville, MD 20852
Phone: (301) 468-0400
Pas Yisroel (Yoshon only as listed)
Olivia Macaron - Dairy
Tyson's Corner Center Kiosk
1961 Chain Bridge Rd
Tysons Corner, VA 22102
Olivia Macaron - Dairy
Georgetown Store
3222 M Street NW
Washington DC 20007
Phone: (202) 965-1000
Olivia Macaron - Dairy
Montgomery Mall Kiosk
7101 Democracy Blvd
Bethesda, MD 20815
Shalom Kosher Market and
Bakery
1361 Lamberton Dr
Silver Spring, MD 20902
Phone: (301) 946-6500
Pas Yisroel
Sunflower Bakery 8507 Ziggy Lane
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: (240) 361-3698
Pas Yisroel, Yoshon except for items
with oats

LOCAL CATERERS
Carmel Caterers
Phone: (301) 744-9504
The Kosher Kitchen Catering Co.
Phone (888) 400-7087

Medina Cuisine Caterers
(888) 400-7087
The Pastry Oven Catering
Phone: (301) 592-8844
Shalom Strictly Kosher
Phone: (301) 946-6500
Signature Caterers
Phone: (301) 949-6297
Sushi 7 @ the Nut House
(301) 942-5900

HOTELS
Kosher events program available

COMMUNITY
INSTITUTIONS AND
SHULS
Am HaTorah Congregation
Berman Hebrew Academy
Beth Sholom Congregation
CESJDS Middle School
CESJDS Lower School
Chabad of DC - theSHUL
Charles E. Smith Life
Communities (Hebrew Home)

Grand Hyatt
1000 H Street NW
Washington, DC 20001
Phone: (202) 637-4928
Glatt Kosher

Ezras Israel Congregation

Park Hyatt
24th and M Street NW
Washington, DC 20037
Phone: (202) 955-3871
Glatt Kosher

Kesher Israel Georgetown
Synagogue

Marriot Marquis
901 Massachusetts Ave NW,
Washington, DC 20001
Phone: (202) 824-9200
Washington Convention Center
801 Mt Vernon Place NW,
Washington, DC 20001
Phone: (202) 249-3000

OTHER

Kehilat Pardes - The Rock Creek
Synagogue
Kemp Mill Synagogue

Maryland Hillel
Ohev Shalom Talmud Torah
Congregation of Olney
Ohr HaTorah
Southeast Hebrew Congregation
-Knesset Yehoshua
Woodside Synagogue Ahavas
Torah
Young Israel Ezras Israel of
Potomac
Young Israel Shomrai Emunah

Soupergirl I (Vegan restaurant)
314 Carroll Street, NW
Washington, DC 20012
Phone: (202) 609-7177
Soupergirl II (Vegan restaurant)
1829 M Street,
NW Washington, DC 20036
(Between 18th and 19th Streets)
Phone: (202) 733-4401
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Vaad HaRabanim of Greater Washington
The Rabbinical Council of Greater Washington
Rabbi Yosef Singer, President
Rabbi Moshe Walter, Director

www.capitolk.org
301-770-0078
13217 New Hampshire Ave.
Suite #10142
Silver Spring, MD 20914
The Vaad HaRabanim of Greater Washington is an organization of Orthodox rabbis that provides the Greater Washington Jewish community with
critical services such as kashrus supervision, a beis din for the administration of Jewish divorce, a beis din for arbitration of financial disputes, and a
beis din for conversion. In addition, the Vaad, also known as the Rabbinical
Council, acts as a rabbinic resource and supports vital communal service
organizations, such as the Chevra Kadisha, Bikur Cholim, Yad Yehuda and
the Mikvah Emunah Society. Members of the Vaad HaRabanim are dedicated to serving the broader Jewish community in whatever way possible and
appreciate the opportunity to do so.

